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Introduction
This document provides a concise description of Deliverable 4.3 “Demonstrator of InterLex
Decision Support and Find Law Modules” of InterLex project. By its very nature, Deliverable
4.3 is software that makes publicly available demo versions of both modules.
The demo versions can be freely accessed from the InterLex Portal at https://interlexportal.eu, which provides links to them.
The following sections briefly present the InterLex Portal, the InterLex Decision Support
Module and the InterLex Find Law Module. The concise text descriptions of the modules’
content and features are supplied with screenshots illustrating them.

1.

The InterLex Portal

The InterLex Portal1 serves as a single entry point
for the three modules of the InterLex platform: the
Decision Support Module, the Find Law Module
and the Training Module. Partners to the project
have decided to register a new domain name to be
used exclusively for maintaining the InterLex
portal – interlex-portal.eu.
In general, the portal is built as a single web page,
but the footer contains links to a separate page
containing an important legal information in three
sections – privacy policy, disclaimer and copyright
notice. The portal is administered by the WP4
Leader APIS EUROPE who is responsible for the
development of the end-user interface of the three
InterLex modules.
The InterLex portal consists of three sections. The
first section provides a brief description of the
InterLex platform and its three modules and offers
links to the demo versions of the Decision Support
Module and the Find Law Module. The link to the
Training module opens a pop-up window notifying
the user that the module is still “under
construction”2. The second section of the portal
presents in a few bullets the InterLex project and
the expected results from its implementation.
Finally, the third section contains logos of the
1

https://interlex-portal.eu.
According to the InterLex project plan, a demo version of the Training Module is due until the end of October
2019.
2
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InterLex partners with links to their websites. In the footer, there are also links to the
InterLex project website and the project pages in Facebook and Linked-In as well as to legal
terms of using the information services provided by InterLex Portal and its modules
consisting of Disclaimer, Copyright Notice and Privacy Policy. The same footer is used in
both demo versions of the InterLex modules.

2. Demo Version of the InterLex Decision Support Module
The demo version of InterLex Decision Support Module is available on a separate page of
the InterLex Portal: https://interlex-portal.eu/DecisionSupport. The front page of the
module contains an explanation of its purpose and defines its scope of application:

There is also a warning message about the fact that the information provided by the module
is subject to a disclaimer and a copyright notice. The message provides links to these legal
terms published on the InterLex portal (see previous section) and calls on visitors who do
not agree to the terms to exit the website.
In order to use the decision support service of the module, users shall press the button “Tell
us about your case”. This action opens a window containing four boxes:
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The first box “Tell us about your case” located at the top left of the screen is used for
communication with the user. The dialog is performed by asking a series of open-ended and
close-ended questions where the user can choose an answer from a list of options.
Depending on the answer, a new question appears based on the logic of the legal norms
formalised in a pre-defined scenario developed with the so-called “Scenario Generation
Tool”. The answer of the first question, which has to be chosen from three options, defines
the scenario to be followed. The user is asked to choose whether to be supported in defining
jurisdiction or applicable law or both legal issues in connection with his / her case. The
demo version is offering the scenario that includes support in defining both jurisdiction and
applicable law only. The other two scenarios will be made available at a later stage of the
project implementation.
At the right side of the screen in the “Comments” box the user is provided with expert
explanations with regard to the questions to be answered based on relevant requirements of
EU instruments in the area of private international law or the jurisprudence of the Court of
Justice of the EU. Where the comments contain citations of the relevant EU regulations
and/or case law of the Court of Justice, the user can easily refer to the legal texts cited,
thanks to the hints that appear when pointing with the mouse. Clicking on a link will open
the text of the cited document in the InterLex Find Law Module.
Under the "Tell us about your case" box is the "References" box, which contains a list with
links to the legislative and judicial documents that are most relevant to the current
question.
At the bottom of the screen there is a box that shows the steps the user has completed,
which allows him / her to return to a selected stage back.
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3. Demo Version of the InterLex Find Law Module
The demo version of InterLex Find Law Module is available on a separate page of the
InterLex Portal: https://interlex-portal.eu/FindLaw.
It offers a simple user interface assisting users in retrieving legal information in the area of
European private international law (PIL) with a special focus on Internet-related PIL. The
home screen of the module is divided into three parts:

At the top is a menu providing access to a small number of features and a quick search bar
with the option to switch to advanced search. Folders are located on the left side of the
screen to access the main document collections of the module. After opening a folder or
after searching, this part of the screen offers options for filtering the list of documents
located to the right of the screen by using several hierarchical classifiers. The list of
documents on the home screen that appears when starting the module contains the most
recent summarised cases in the field of PIL.
The menu provides users with the following functions:


Home – retrieves the home screen.



Recent Documents – displays a list of the most recent 100 documents that have
been opened by the user. This function is available only for registered users.



My Documents – displays a customised list of documents. Users can create, rename
and delete own folders and add, move or remove document from these folders. This
feature is only available to registered users.



My Searches – retrieves a list of the last 100 search queries of a registered user.
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Registration – this function allows unregistered users to register with the module
and benefit from the “Recent documents”, “My documents” and “My searches”
features.



Login – displays a login screen allowing registered users to login and benefit from
the “Recent documents”, “My documents” and “My searches” features.



Settings – displays a form allowing registered users to change their password, to
choose whether to open documents in a new tab, to change the sequence of the
preferred languages and to delete their account.



Change Language – this feature changes the interface language. The interface
languages available in this demo version are English, Italian and Bulgarian.

The Find Law Module provides access to the following document collections:







International treaties – selection of multilateral agreements establishing PIL rules
in the field of civil and commercial matters.
Legislation – contains all EU legal instruments within the scope of the so-called
judicial cooperation in civil matters as well as a selection of relevant national PIL
instruments of the 12 EU Member States listed in the InterLex project plan (Austria,
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Poland, Romania, Spain,
Slovakia, and Sweden).
Case law – contains all PIL-related judgments of the Court of Justice of the EU as
well as a large collection of national case law in this field. Along with cases sourced
from several public databases, such as JURE and Dec.Nat, the module contains a
selection of national Internet-related PIL cases of the above listed 12 EU Member
States, which was made and is still being updated and extended by legal experts of
the InterLex partners in the framework of the research activities in Workpackage 2.
Since the InterLex project has a special focus on Internet-related PIL, there is a
particular button “Internet-related PIL cases” that filters the search results to
documents belonging to this part of the case law collection.
Expert materials – includes a variety of publications freely available for re-use in
the area of European PIL, such as guidelines, tutorials, training courses, academic
works, articles in open access journals and other theoretical and practical expert
materials.

Users can search documents by using the “Simple search” and the “Advanced search”
options.
“Simple search” enables the user to perform search queries by entering keywords or
expressions in the search box and clicking the search button without any further
specification of the search query. The search results can be customised and narrowed down
afterwards by using the search filters on the left-hand side of the screen:
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The list of results contains not only the titles of the documents corresponding to the search
query, but also key words and summary (if available), which allows users quickly to find the
most relevant documents.
The “Advanced search” functionality enables users to construct complex search queries by
using a series of different filters and search criteria in order to receive precise search results
fully matching what they are looking for. The “Advanced search” is divided into “Search in
Case law” and “Search in Legislation” options offered by two different search forms.
The screenshot below illustrates the “Search in Case law” form:

Users can enter a keyword or expression and set one or more additional search criteria, e.g.:




Search in titles of documents only
Exact match of the search expression (i.e. to search without using stemming)
Multilingual dictionary – multilingual search by using the terms in a multilingual
dictionary consisting of the keywords used in the case law of the Court of Justice
published on the EUR-Lex Portal, which have been translated into all official
languages of the Union
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Referred act / provision – search for case law citing a particular EU legislative
instrument or a provision thereof in the area of PIL. The legal instrument and the
cited provision are selected from drop-down lists:





Parties to the case
Case or judgment identifier
Jurisdiction – search by name of the country to which the issuing court belongs,
with an option to choose the specific court
Date or Time period – limits the search result to documents rendered on a particular
date or in the set time frame.



When the user opens a document from the documents list, its content is displayed in
several sections depending on the type of the document. For instance, in a document of the
InterLex national case law collection, the following sections and subsections are displayed:







Keywords – selected by InterLex legal experts or available from the original source
or other sources
Summary – produced by InterLex legal experts or available from the original source
or other sources
Bibliographic notice – metadata section composed of the following subsections:
o Document metadata – e.g. country, issuing court, date of document, type of
document, case identifier, ECLI, etc.
o Classifications – e.g. concept from the EuroVoc Thesaurus
o References – links to EU and national legislation or case law
Document text – this section provides access either to the full text of the decision of
the national court or a link to its online publication
Source – references to the online national legal repository where the text of the
court decision is published.
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The text of the documents, which source is the EUR-Lex portal (i.e. documents of the EU
legislation and EU case law collections), is available in 5 language versions – English,
French, German, Italian and Bulgarian. Users can print or export the document text in RTF
or PDF format. More complex acts (e.g. EU legal instruments) are supplied with a table of
contents reflecting the structure of the document. It appears in the panel to the left of the
document text. In addition, in this panel are available consolidated versions for those EU
legal instruments that have been amended after their first official publication.
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Very convenient for users is the ability to refer to the text of the provisions / paragraphs of
other documents that are cited in the metadata or the text of the current document through
the so-called inline links. The cited text appears in a hint when the link is pointed with the
mouse or is opened in a new window when the user clicks on the link.

Another useful feature is the function “Links from other documents” available at provision
level of EU legal instruments. It returns a list of all legal or judicial acts citing this particular
provision.
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